Abstract-This paper proposes a person-centric and online approach to the challenging problem of localization and prediction of actions and interactions in videos. Typically, localization or recognition is performed in an offline manner where all the frames in the video are processed together. This prevents timely localization and prediction of actions and interactions -an important consideration for many tasks including surveillance and human-machine interaction. In our approach, we estimate human poses at each frame and train discriminative appearance models using the superpixels inside the pose bounding boxes. Since the pose estimation per frame is inherently noisy, the conditional probability of pose hypotheses at current time-step (frame) is computed using pose estimations in the current frame and their consistency with poses in the previous frames. Next, both the superpixel and pose-based foreground likelihoods are used to infer the location of actors at each time through a Conditional Random Field enforcing spatio-temporal smoothness in color, optical flow, motion boundaries and edges among superpixels. The issue of visual drift is handled by updating the appearance models, and refining poses using motion smoothness on joint locations, in an online manner. For online prediction of action/interaction confidences, we propose an approach based on Structural SVM that operates on short video segments, and is trained with the objective that confidence of an action or interaction increases as time passes in a positive training clip. Lastly, we quantify the performance of both detection and prediction together, and analyze how the prediction accuracy varies as a time function of observed action/interaction at different levels of detection performance. Our experiments on several datasets suggest that despite using only a few frames to localize actions/interactions at each time instant, we are able to obtain competitive results to state-of-the-art offline methods.
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INTRODUCTION

P
REDICTING what and where an action or interaction occurs is an important and challenging computer vision problem for automatic video analysis [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . It involves the use of limited motion information in partially observed videos for frame-by-frame localization and label prediction, and has varied applications in many areas. For humancomputer or human-robot interaction, it allows the computer to automatically localize and recognize actions and gestures as they occur, or predict the intention of actors, thereafter creating appropriate responses for them. It is especially relevant to the monitoring of elderly, where detection of certain actions, e.g., falling, must trigger an immediate automated response and alert the care giver or a staff member. Moreover, this allows their interactions with other people to be monitored and quantified for overall well-being. In visual surveillance, online localization and prediction can be used for detecting abnormal actions such as assault or interactions of criminal nature, e.g., drug exchange and alert the human monitors in a timely manner. In automated robot navigation or autonomous driving, the timely detection of human actions in the environment will lead to requisite alteration in path or speed, e.g., a child jumping in front of the car. In this paper, we address the problem of Online Action and Interaction Localization, which aims at localizing actions/interactions and predicting their class labels in a streaming video (see Fig. 1 ).
In this work, for online action/interaction localization and prediction, we propose to use the high level structural information using pose in conjunction with a superpixel based discriminative actor foreground model that distinguishes the foreground actor from the background. The superpixelbased model incorporates visual appearance using color and motion features, whereas the pose-based model captures the structural cues through joint locations. Using both the foreground and pose models we generate a confidence map, that is later used to locate the action segments by inferring on a Conditional Random Field in an online manner. Since the appearance of an actor changes due to articulation and camera motion, we retrain foreground model as well as impose spatio-temporal smoothness constraints on poses to maintain representation that is both robust and adaptive. As soon as the human actors are localized at the current frame, we proceed to recognize and predict the label of the action/ interaction. There can be multiple approaches to perform online prediction, since the windows over which the visual features are accumulated can be defined in various ways. In [5] , we used a hybrid of binary SVM and dynamic programming on short intervals to predict the class labels in an online manner. However, this requires multiple classifiers to be trained for each sub-action or segment of an action. In this paper, we present an alternate approach that uses a Structural SVM, trained with the objective that the score of the action/interaction should increase as time passes in clips containing positive training instances. Finally, we perform rigorous experiments on four action and two interaction datasets, and introduce measures for consistent evaluation across both actions and interactions.
Existing offline action localization methods [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] , [8] classify and localize actions after completely observing an entire video sequence. The goal is to localize an action by finding the volume that encompasses an entire action. Some approaches are based on sliding-windows [6] , [9] , while others segment the video into supervoxels which are merged into action proposals [7] , [8] , [10] . The action proposals from either methods are then labeled using a classifier. Essentially, an action segment is classified after the entire action volume has been localized. Similarly, the videos are processed for classification [11] , [12] , retrieval [13] , [14] or localization [15] in an offline manner for the case of interactions. Since offline methods have entire video and action segments at their disposal, they can take advantage of observing entire motion of action instances, and for practical purposes do not provide action detection in a timely manner. Similarly, there have been recent efforts to predict activities by early recognition [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . However, these methods only attempt to predict the label of the action without any localization. Thus, the important question about where an action is being performed remains unanswered, which we tackle in this work.
In summary, our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We address the problem of Online Action and Interaction Localization in streaming videos, 2) by using high-level pose estimation to learn mid-level superpixel-based foreground models at each time instant. 3) We employ spatio-temporal smoothness constraints on joint locations in human poses to obtain stable and robust action segments in an online manner. 4) The label and confidences for action/interaction segments are predicted using Structural SVM trained on partial action clips, which enforces the constraint that the confidence of positive samples increases monotonically over time. Finally, 5) we introduce an evaluation measure to quantify performance of action/interaction prediction and online localization and perform experiments on six action and interaction datasets with a consistent evaluation framework.
Compared to our CVPR 2016 paper [5] , we extend our approach to interactions and perform experiments on three additional datasets. Moreover, in contrast to the Binary-SVM and dynamic programming hybrid for online prediction, we employ Structural SVM formulation which requires one classifier per action and is computationally efficient. Furthermore, we also introduce a unified framework of evaluation for actions and interactions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review literature relevant, whereas Sections 3 and 4 cover the technical details of our approach. We report results in Section 5 and conclude with suggestions for future work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Online Prediction aims to predict actions from partially observed videos without any localization. These methods typically focus on maximum use of temporal, sequential and past information to predict labels and their confidences. Li and Fu [16] predict human activities by mining sequence patterns, and modeling causal relationships between them. Zhao et al. [20] represent the structure of streaming skeletons (poses) by a combination of human-body-part movements and use it to recognize actions in RGB-D. Hoai and De laTorre [21] simulate the sequential arrival of data while training, and train detectors to recognize incomplete events. Similarly, Lan et al. [17] propose hierarchical 'movemes' to describe human movements and develop a max-margin learning framework for future action prediction.
Ryoo [18] proposed integral and dynamic bag-of-words for activity prediction, and divide the training and testing videos into small segments and match the segments sequentially. In follow-up work, Ryoo and Aggarwal [15] treat interacting people as a group and recognize interactions in continuous videos by computing group motion similarities. Similarly, Kong et al. [19] proposed to model temporal dynamics of human actions by explicitly considering all the history of observed features as well as features in smaller temporal segments. Yu et al. [22] predict actions using Spatial-Temporal Implicit Shape Model (STISM), which characterizes the space-time structure of the sparse local features extracted from a video. Cao et al. [23] perform action prediction by applying sparse coding to derive the activity likelihood at small temporal segments, and later combine the likelihoods for all the segments. For the case of interactions, Huang and Katani [24] predict the reaction in a two-person setting by modeling it as an optimal control problem. Recently, there have been works on online temporal detection [25] , [26] without localization. In contrast to Fig. 1 . This figure illustrates the problem of Online Action Localization that we address in this paper. The top row shows kick ball action being performed by a soccer player with frame number shown in top-left of each frame. The goal is to localize the actor (shown with yellow rectangles in top row) and predict the class label of the action (shown in red boxes in second row) as the video is streamed. As can be seen in the bottom row, the confidence of kick ball action increases and comes to the top as more of the action gets observed over time. This problem contrasts with offline action localization where action classification and detection is performed after the action or video clip has been observed in its entirety.
these works, we perform both action prediction and localization in an online manner.
Offline Localization has received significant attention in the past few years, both for actions [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] as well as interactions [32] , [33] . For actions, the first category of approaches uses either rectangular tubes or cuboid-based representations. Lan et al. [1] treated the human position as a latent variable, which is inferred simultaneously while localizing an action. Yuan et al. [34] used branch-and-bound with dynamic programming, while Zhou et al. [35] used a splitand-merge algorithm to obtain action segments that are then classified with LatentSVM [36] . Oneata et al. [9] presented an approximation to Fisher Vectors for tractable action localization. Tran and Yuan [37] used Structural SVM to localize actions with inference performed using Max-Path search method. Ma et al. [38] automatically discovered spatio-temporal root and part filters, whereas Tian et al. [6] developed Spatio-temporal Deformable Parts Model [36] to detect actions in videos and can handle deformities in parts, both in space and time. Recently, Yu and Yuan [39] proposed a method for generating action proposals obtained by detecting tubes with high actionness scores after non-maximal suppression.
The second category uses either superpixels or supervoxels as the base representations [7] , [10] . Jain et al. [7] recently proposed a method that extends selective search approach [40] to videos. They merge supervoxels using appearance and motion costs and produce multiple layers of segmentation for each video. Gkioxari and Malik [41] use selective search [40] to generate candidate proposals for video frames, whose spatial and motion Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features are evaluated using SVMs. The per-frame action detections are then linked temporally for localization.
There have been few similar recent methods for quantifying actionness [39] , [42] , which yield fewer regions of interest in videos. For interaction recognition in videos, Kong et al. [12] , [43] learn high-level descriptions called interactive phrases to express binary semantic motion relationships between interacting people. A hierarchical model is used to encode interactive phrases based on latent SVM framework where interactive phrases are treated as latent variables. Wu et al. [44] also decompose interaction video segments into spatial cells and learn relationship between them. Similar to these methods, our approach can delineate contours of actions and interactions, but with the goal of performing prediction and localization in a streaming fashion.
There are recent works for temporal detection using neural networks with reinforcement learning [45] or multi-stage CNNs [46] which only localize the actions temporally. Others use sparse representation to find temporal action proposals [47] , or statistical language models [48] to temporally localize actions in videos. In contrast, we localize actions both temporally and spatially.
Pose for Recognition. Low-level motion features, both handcrafted [49] and deep learned [50] , [51] , have imparted significant gains to the performance of action recognition and localization algorithms. However, human actions inherently consists of articulation which low-level features cannot model explicitly. The compact and low-dimensional nature of high-level representations such as human poses might make them sensitive and unstable for the task of action localization and recognition. Nonetheless, human pose estimation has been successfully employed for action recognition in several works. For instance, Majiwa et al. [52] implicitly capture poses through 'poselet activation vector' and later use them for action recognition in static images. Xu et al. [53] detect poses through [54] and couple them with independently computed local motion features around the joints for action recognition. Wang et al. [55] also extended [54] to videos and represented videos in terms of spatio-temporal configurations of joints to perform action recognition. Raptis and Cigal [56] recognize and detect interactions from videos by modeling poselets as latent variables in a structural SVM formulation. Joint recognition of action and pose estimation in videos was recently proposed by Xiaohan et al. [57] . They divide the action into poses and their spatio-temporal parts, and model their inter-relationships through And-Or graphs. Pirsiavash et al. [58] predict quality of sports actions by training a regression model from spatio-temporal pose features, to scores from expert judges. Poses were recently used for offline action localization by Wang et al. [2] , who detect actions using a unified approach that discovers action parts using dynamical poselets, and the relations between them. Pose-based Convolutional Neural Network descriptor (P-CNN) [50] was used for the task of action recognition, and the authors concluded that correct estimation of human poses leads to significant improvements in action recognition.
Similarly, several works model and determine head orientation and upper body pose for recognition and localization of interactions. Patron-Perez et al. [13] developed a per-person descriptor which incorporates head orientation and the local spatio-temporal context around each person to detect interactions. Vahdat et al. [59] represented each individual by a set of key poses and formulated spatio-temporal relationships among them in their model. The frame-wise interaction model in Patron-Perez et al. [14] combines local and global descriptors and incorporates visual attention of people by modeling their head orientations. Although Hoai and Zisserman [11] do not detect poses per se, they develop a technique to detect different upper body configurations each consisting of multiple parts. In contrast to these methods, we use pose in conjunction with low-level features and mid-level superpixels to predict and localize actions/interactions in an online manner. Our work is at the cross roads of both online prediction and offline localization, in a unified framework for both actions and interactions operable in partially observed videos.
ONLINE LOCALIZATION OF ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS
The pipeline of our approach for localization is shown in Fig. 2 . Given a testing video, we initialize the localization algorithm with several pose estimations in individual frames and refine the poses using multiple spatio-temporal constraints from previous frames. Next, we segment the testing video frames into superpixels. The features computed within each superpixel are used to learn a superpixel-based appearance model, which distinguishes the foreground from the background by training a discriminative classifier with superpixels within each pose bounding box as foreground and the rest of superpixels as background. Simultaneously, the conditional probability of pose hypotheses at current time-step (frame) is computed using pose confidences and consistency with poses estimated in previous frames. The superpixel and pose-based foreground probability is used to infer the location of actors at each frame through a Conditional Random Field enforcing spatio-temporal smoothness in color, optical flow, motion boundaries and edges among superpixels. After estimating poses and associating them at each time-step (frame), we refine poses by imposing consistency in locations and appearance of joints as well as scale of poses. Once the pose has been estimated and refined at the current time-step, the superpixel-based appearance model is updated to avoid visual drift. This process is repeated for every frame in an online manner (see Fig. 2 ) and gives human localization at every frame. Note that, the pose refinement only aids in estimating pose for current frame, the poses of past frames remain unchanged as expected for an online approach. After localization, the spatio-temporal tubes are then used for prediction and recognition of labels at each frame, discussed later in Section 4. Thus, the pose estimation not only provides initialization for the proposed discriminative appearance models, as it is more robust compared to human detection in action/interaction videos due to articulation, it also allows computation of pose features which we use during label prediction (Section 4). Furthermore, the pose estimations can consist of any or multiple body configurations such as upper or full body, as well as multiple humans interacting or performing actions. To simplify the treatment in this section, we assume we are dealing with a single actor or action, where the case of multiple actors is handled by solving the correspondence problem first (e.g., using Hungarian Algorithm in our case) followed by independent treatment of each actor for localization and action prediction. Let s t represent a superpixel by its centroid in frame t and p t represent one of the poses in frame t. Since our goal is to localize the actor in each frame, we use X t to represent, a sequence of bounding boxes (tube) in a small window of d frames. Each bounding box is represented by its centroid, width and height. Similarly, let S t and P t respectively represent all the superpixels and poses at that time instant. Given the pose and superpixel-based observations till time t, S 1:t and P 1:t , the state estimate X t at time t is obtained using the following equation through Bayes Rule:
where Z is the normalization factor, and the state transition model is assumed to be Gaussian distributed, i.e., pðX t jX tÀ1 Þ ¼ N ðX t ; X tÀ1 ; S SÞ. Eq. (1) accumulates the evidence over time on the superpixels and poses in streaming mode. The state which maximizes the posterior (MAP) estimate in Eq. (1) is selected as the new state. An implication of Eq. (1) is that the state or localization cannot be altered in the past frames, which makes online localization different from the existing offline methods. Next, we define the pose and superpixel-based foreground likelihoods used for estimating Eq. (1).
Superpixel-Based Foreground Likelihood
Learning an appearance model helps in distinguishing the foreground actions/interactions from the background. Given foreground and background superpixels in the previous frames t À d; . . . ; t À 1, we group them into k ¼ 1 . . . K clusters. Furthermore, let z k define the ratio of foreground to background superpixels for the kth cluster through k-means. Then, the appearance-based foreground score using color, f f color , and flow, f f flow , features for a superpixel in the current frame such that it is assigned to cluster k is given by
where q k and r k are the cluster center and radius, respectively, whereas m m k and r k represent the mean and variance of optical flow for the kth cluster. In Eq. (2), the clusters are updated incrementally at each time-step (frame) to recover from the visual drift using a temporal window of past d frames. Note that, background superpixels (e.g., grass in Fig. 2 ) within a pose bounding box are inevitably considered as foreground initially, however the later segmentation through Conditional Random Field serves to alleviate this problem by finding a fine actor contour and separating foreground superpixels within the pose bounding box. The z k helps to compensate for this issue by quantifying the foreground/background ratio for each cluster. Finally, the superpixel-based foreground likelihood in Eq. (1) is given as: pðS t jX t Þ ¼ a fg Á H fg ðs t Þ, where a fg is the normalization factor. ) we over-segment each frame into superpixels and detect poses using an off-the-shelf method [60] . (c) An appearance model is learned using all the superpixels inside a pose bounding box as positive, and those outside as negative samples. (d) In a new frame, the appearance model is applied on each superpixel of the frame to obtain a foreground likelihood. (e) To handle the issue of visual drift, poses are refined using spatio-temporal smoothness constraints on motion and appearance. (f) Finally, a CRF is used to obtain local action proposals at each frame, on which actions/interactions are predicted through Structural SVM.
Pose-Based Foreground Likelihood
We represent each pose p t graphically with a tree, given by T ¼ ðP P; L LÞ. The body joints p p 2 P P are based on appearance connected by 2 L L edges capturing the structure of the pose. The joint j with its location in pose p t is represented by p p j t , consisting of its x and y locations. Then, the raw cost (or negated detection score) for a particular pose p t is the sum of appearance and deformation costs
where c and x are linear functions of appearance features of pose joints, and the relative joint displacements (deformations) w.r.t each other. We use a pre-trained pose detector to obtain pose hypotheses in each frame. In [5] , we used Flexible Mixture-of-Parts [54] for pose estimation, which optimizes over latent variables that capture different joint locations and pose configurations. In this paper, we report results using Convolutional Pose Machines (CPM) [60] which uses deep learning. For CPM, the deformation costs are embedded within joint costs in Eq. (3). Since the pose estimation in both methods works on individual frames, it is inherently noisy and does not take into account the temporal information available in videos. We impose the following smoothness constraints (as shown in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c) in the previous d frames to re-evaluate poses in Eq. (3) for the current time-step. Appearance Smoothness of Joints. Since the appearance of a joint is not expected to change drastically in a short window of time, we impose the appearance consistency between superpixels at joint locations:
whereŝ j t is the enclosing superpixel of the joint p p j t . Location Smoothness of Joints. Since human motion is naturally smooth, we ensure that displacements in joint locations over time are small. This is achieved by fitting a 2D spline using piecewise polynomials to each joint j on the past d frames, g j t . Then the location smoothness cost over all joints is given by:
Scale Smoothness of Joints. Let j min and j max denote the vertical minimum and maximum for all the splines g g t ; 8t 2 ft À d; . . . ; tg, i.e., the y-axis components of the bounding box circumscribing all the splines fitted on joints. Furthermore, let j 0 min ; j 0 max denote minimum and maximum for joints in actual poses p p t 2 P P t . Then, the scale smoothness cost essentially computes the overlap between the two heights
The combined cost of a particular pose is defined as its raw cost plus the smoothness costs across space and time, i.e.,
The change in pose and appearance of an actor may cause visual drift. Similar to Section 3.1, we use a temporal window of past d frames to refine the pose locations. This helps in better prediction of the highly probable foreground locations in current frame. We propose an iterative approach to select poses in the past ft À d; . . . ; tg frames. Given an initial set of poses, we fit a spline to each joint p p j t . Then, our goal is to select a set of poses from t À d to t frames, such that the following cost function is minimized
This function optimizes over the raw pose estimations, and the appearance, location and scale smoothness costs of joints (see Fig. 2e ) by greedily selecting the minimum cost pose in every frame through multiple iterations, such that the joints are spatially accurate and temporally consistent with the motion of the action. In case of occlusions, the joint locations are projected using a linear motion model into future frames. This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that the poses in previous frames of the batch are only refined simultaneously, however, the pose at the current time-step is used by the algorithm. Finally, the pose-based foreground likelihood in Eq. (1) is given by pðP t jX t Þ ¼ expða pose Á H pose ðp t ÞÞ, where a pose is the normalization factor.
Pose Association Using Hungarian Algorithm
In case of multiple actors present in a frame, we first perform association using Hungarian algorithm and then refine poses for the current frame using Algorithm 1. The cost function for the Hungarian algorithm to compute distance between poses in frame t and the previous frame is defined as H hung ðp t Þ ¼ H pose ðp t Þ. This function uses location proximity, appearance and scale of human actor to match poses. Pose association can face some challenges when a person appears or disappears in the middle of the video. When a new person appears, we initiate a new human tube, and when a person disappears, we continue localization by projecting the human pose body joint locations of this person from the previous frame, onto the new frame using a linear 
Fit a spline g g j to each joint using locations 7:
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Actor Segmentation Using Conditional Random
Fields (CRF)
Once we have the superpixel and pose-based foreground likelihoods in Eq.
(1), we proceed to infer the action segment and its contour using a history of d frames. Although the action location is computed online for every frame, using past d frames adds robustness to segmentation. We form a graph with superpixels as nodes connected through spatial and temporal edges. Let variable a denote the foreground/ background label of a superpixel. Then, the objective function of CRF becomes 
where the unary potential, with the associated weights symbolized with a, is given by
and the spatial and temporal binary potentials, with weights b and distance functions d, are given by
and 
ONLINE PREDICTION OF ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS
For online recognition and class-label prediction of actions/ interactions in streaming videos, the classifier is applied onthe-fly on short temporal intervals. In particular, training videos of an action/interaction class c are divided into M clips of equal-sized interval V. The average segment for each action is saved as prior information, which during testing allows us to compute features in intervals of the desired length. Next, we present a baseline approach using Support Vector Machine and Dynamic Programming hybrid (from our CVPR paper [5] ) which divides videos into short segments, and trains a classifier independently for each segment. The online update of action confidences is achieved through dynamic programming on segment scores. In this paper, we present an alternate approach which makes structured prediction by training a single classifier per action and modeling temporal dependence between action segments. In this section, we present the formulation in terms of linear classifiers for simplicity. Let m index over temporal segments, i.e., m 2 1; . . . ; M and x i;m denote the mth segment and its feature vector in video i. Next, we present the two approaches to recognize and predict the class label at time t of a testing video.
Binary SVMs with Dynamic Programming
Inference (DP-SVM)
For the baseline approach for online prediction [5] , we train binary SVMs for segments in an action/interaction class c, and assume availability of N trimmed positive and negative training videos. For linear SVM, we obtain a single weight vector w m per segment by optimizing the following objective function, 
where C controls the trade-off between regularizer and constraints, and y i;m ¼ 1, for desired m if i 2 c and À1, otherwise. Effectively, the training videos are divided into short intervals and an SVM is trained for each interval m independently. While testing on videos, the classification is performed on features accumulated on interval lengths learned from training videos. To exploit and preserve the sequential information present in videos, this is followed by dynamic programming on the short interval clips. At each step of the dynamic programming, the system effectively searches for the best matching segment that maximizes the SVM confidences from past segments. This method is applied independently for each class, and gives the confidence for that class. This shares resemblance to Dynamic Bag-Of-Words [18] which used RBF kernel to compute score between training and testing segments, and applied it on trimmed videos. Let F ðt; zÞ be the result of dynamic programming at time t assuming the current interval is z for a particular class.
The result of applying classifier on testing video o on features computed between t À V and t is given by sðhw m ; x o;t iÞ, where s is the sigmoid function. If the testing video is trimmed, then F ðt; zÞ is computed using the following recursion
At each time instant, the maximum value at time t gives the desired confidence for the class under consideration.
Structural SVM (S-SVM)
Ideally the prediction confidence for the correct class should increase as more action/interaction in the video is observed over time. There is rich structure that can be derived from division of actions into sub-actions, and modeling the spatio-temporal dependence between them. Given testing video segments, we then apply Structural SVM detector to each segment of the test video. For this case, we redefine intervals w.r.t start time of an action/interaction, i.e., the start time of interval m is 0 of the trimmed training video. We set the problem in a Structural Support Vector Machine (S-SVM) with margin re-scaling construction, given by
where the joint feature map for input and output is given by C Cðx; yÞ ¼ x Á signðyÞ, and Y ¼ fÀ1; 1; . . . ; Mg is the set of all labels. In Eq. (15), represents the slack variables for the softmargin SVM. The constraint with the loss function Dðy i ; yÞ ensures that the score with the correct label y i is greater than alternate labels. Since the number of constraints can be tremendous, only subset of constraints are used during the optimization. For each training sample, the label y which maximizes hw; C Cðx i ; yÞi þ D Dðy i ; yÞ is found and the constraint which maximizes this loss is added into the subset, known as the most violated constraint. For both actions and interactions, the temporal component of the loss is defined as
; otherwise:
The above loss function ensures that the confidence increases as the action/interaction happens in the testing video, i.e., the evaluation during a positive test instance, possibly over a long video, yields a unique signature of confidence values that increases over time. This approach results in one S-SVM per class, and can be applied indiscriminately to untrimmed videos. For interactions an additional loss captures the relationship between actors. Once the weight vector w has been learned, the score for a clip in the testing video is computed using arg max y2Y hw; C Cðx; yÞi.
Note that the performance of detection or prediction for action/interaction localization depends on the quality of localized tubes / cuboids, as the classifiers are only evaluated on such video segments. This is in contrast to previous prediction methods [16] , [18] , [19] , [21] which do not spatially localize the actions/interactions.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our online action localization approach on six challenging datasets: 1) JHMDB, 2) Sub-JHMDB, 3) MSR-II, 4) UCF Sports, 5) TV Human Interaction and 6) UT Interaction datasets. We provide details for the experimental setup followed by the performance evaluation and analysis of the proposed approach.
Features. For each frame of the testing video we extract superpixels using SLIC [61] . This is followed by extraction of color features (HSI) for each superpixel, as well as improved Dense Trajectory features (iDTF: HOG, HOF, MBH, Traj) [49] within the streamed volumes of the video. Each superpixel descriptor has a length of 512 and we set K ¼ 20. The pose detections are obtained using [60] and pose features using [62] . We build a vocabulary of 20 words for each pose feature, and represent pose with a 180d vector.
Parameters and Distance Functions. We use Euclidean distance for d m , chi-squared distance for d hof and d col , and geodesic distance for d mb and d edge . We unit-normalize the histograms before computing distances in CRF, therefore, we set absolute values of all the parameters a and b to 1.
Evaluation Metrics. Since the online localization algorithm generates tubes or cuboids with associated confidences, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are computed at fixed overlap thresholds with the GT tubes. Following experimental setup of [1] , we show ROC @ 20 percent overlap. Furthermore, Area Under the Curve (AUC) of ROC at various thresholds gives an overall measure of performance. Mean Average Precision (mAP) is also reported as it is not sensitive to True Negatives unlike ROC. The proposed evaluation metrics are computed over all action and interaction datasets for consistency. For MSR-II dataset, we also report results using Precision and Recall curves typically used for this dataset.
Inspired from early action recognition and prediction works [18] , we also quantify the performance as a function of Observation Percentage of actions/interactions. For this evaluation method, the localization and prediction for testing videos are sampled at different percentages of observed video/ action (0; 0:1; 0:2; . . . ; 1). The ROC curve is computed at multiple overlap thresholds, and AUC is computed under ROC curves at respective thresholds. Accuracy for the prediction task is akin to classification and recognition. For instance, computing accuracy at 20 percent observation percentage entails finding label which occurs most among all the frames between 0-20 percent of the action video, followed by multilabel classification. In the case of untrimmed videos, evaluation of prediction accuracy is not straightforward. For that, we first report prediction accuracy as a function of observation percentage within the temporal boundaries of ground truth actions/interactions -similar to the trimmed case. Second, we use the average duration of an action/interaction to extract temporally overlapping clips by sliding a window every 5 frames in each video; some of these contain ground truth actions, whereas others represent the background part of the untrimmed video. Then, we compute prediction accuracy as a function of observation percentage over each clip. This measure captures the false positives and offers more holistic evaluation on untrimmed videos.
Note that, for the online localization problem, the prediction and localization is performed instantaneously at each frame, and retroactive changes to localization or prediction cannot be made.
Datasets
JHMDB Dataset. The JHMDB [62] dataset is a subset of the larger HMDB51 [63] dataset and contains 928 videos with 21 action classes. We use a codebook size of K ¼ 4000 to train SVMs using iDTF features.
sub-JHMDB Dataset. The sub-JHMDB dataset has all human body joints visible in each frame. It contains a total of 316 videos with 12 action classes. The presence of the entire human within each frame makes it more challenging to recognize and localize the actions as compared to JHMDB dataset, due to high articulation of human body and joints, and complex variations in appearance and motion compared to partial body actions [62] . A codebook size of K ¼ 4000 was used for IDTF, and SVMs were trained with a bag-of-words representation inside the ground truth action volumes.
UCF-Sports Dataset. The UCF Sports [64] , [65] dataset consists of 150 videos with 10 action classes. We evaluated our method using the methodology proposed by [1] , who use a train-test split with intersection-over-union criterion at an overlap of 20 percent. To train SVM, we use a codebook size of K ¼ 1000 on iDTFs using all the training videos.
MSR-II Dataset. The MSR-II dataset [34] consists of 54 untrimmed videos and 3 action classes. We follow the experimental methodology of [34] , having cross-dataset evaluation, where KTH [66] dataset is used for training and testing is performed on MSR-II dataset. A codebook size of K ¼ 1000 was used to train SVM on iDTFs. We show quantitative comparison using Precision-Recall curves with state-of-the-art offline methods. However, for uniformity with other datasets we also report results using ROC and AUC curves.
TV Human Interaction (TVHI). The TVHI dataset [13] , [14] is composed of 300 untrimmed videos with 4 interaction classes. It also contains a negative class, that have none of the listed interactions, however for our experiments we have excluded it for interaction localization. We use the suggested experimental setup of two train/test splits. The localization performance is reported using ROC and AUC curves.
UT Interaction. The UT Interaction dataset [15] , [67] contains untrimmed videos of 6 interaction classes: hand-shaking, hugging, kicking, pointing, punching, and pushing. Similar to [14] , we add being kicked, being punched and being pushed as interactions. The dataset consists of two sets, where each set has 10 video sequences and each sequence having at least one execution per interaction. Videos involve camera jitter with varying background, scale and illumination. We follow the recommended experimental setup by using 10-fold leave-one-out cross validation per set. That is, within each set we leave one sequence for testing and use remaining 9 for training. We report the average localization performance of the proposed approach using ROC @ 20 percent overlap and AUC curves.
Results and Analysis
Action/Interaction Prediction with Time. The prediction accuracy (multi-label classification over ground truth action/ interaction tube) is evaluated with respect to the percentage of action/interaction observed. Fig. 4 shows the accuracy against time for (a) UCF Sports, (b) JHMDB, (c) sub-JHMDB, (d) MSR-II, (e) TV Human Interaction and (f) UT Interaction datasets, while Fig. 5 shows mean average precision evaluated on untrimmed videos of (a) MSR-II and (b) UTInteraction datasets. The results show that Structural SVM in general performs better than Binary SVM with Dynamic Programming as it learns to predict higher confidence as more action is observed. It is evident that predicting the class of an action based on partial observation is very challenging, and the accuracy of correctly predicting the action increases as more information becomes available. However, the curves for MSR-II (Fig. 4e) and UT Interaction (Fig. 4g ) datasets do not reflect noticeable change as more action/interaction is observed. This is partially due to the reason that both these datasets have very few classes (3 and 6, respectively), and there is little confusion among classes from the onset of actions. An analysis of prediction accuracy per action class is shown in Fig. 6 for (a) sub-JHMDB and (b) TV Human Interaction datasets. Similarly Fig. 7a shows per-action results for UCF Sports. Similar to Fig. 4 , features for prediction were computed within the localized tubes in Figs. 6 and 7, however, evaluation was performed only on label prediction.
A common theme among the results of all the datasets is that actions which have actors in upright standing position are always easy to predict and localize compared to other actions. This is also visible from the curves of kicking (UCF Sports), kick ball (sub-JHMDB) and hand shake, high five (TV Human Interaction) which begin with a high prediction accuracy and drop slightly as observation time period progresses, thus suggesting strong bias of classifier towards such actions/interactions. For sub-JHMDB, high prediction accuracy actions include push and pull up, both of which have humans in upright position making pose estimation easy, whereas jump is the most difficult action to predict. An inspection of videos for this action reveals that most of the instances were taken from parkour exhibiting high articulation and intra-class variation. For TV Human Interaction dataset, hug is easy to predict whereas kiss is the most difficult due to its subtle motion and high confusion with hug. For UCF Sports, high performing actions are kicking, walking and running, all upright with smooth motion of legs. For this dataset, the most difficult action is swing side due to high articulation with most of the instances depicting swinging of the sportsperson from the very first frame with different pose at the beginning of each action instance. Finally, we also analyze the performance of DP-SVM and S-SVM in Fig. 7b which shows the difference of prediction accuracy DP-SVM and S-SVM. Longer duration actions such as diving, walking, running, riding horse gain significant boost in prediction accuracy, with average performance increasing by about 12 percent over the baseline DP-SVM for this dataset.
Since each action has its own predictability, we also analyze how early we can predict each action. We arbitrarily set the prediction accuracy to 30 percent and show the percentage of action observation required for each action of JHMDB, sub-JHMDB and UCF Sports datasets in Table 1 . Although we set a reasonable prediction target, certain actions do not reach such prediction accuracy even until the completion of the video. This highlights the challenging nature of online action prediction and localization.
Action/Interaction Localization with Time. To evaluate online performance, we analyze how the localization We compute the AUC with time in a cumulative manner such that the accuracy at 50 percent means localizing an action from start till one-half of the video has been observed. This gives an insight into how the overall localization performance varies as a function of time or observed percentage in testing videos. These graphs show that it is challenging to localize an action at the beginning of the video, since there is not enough discriminative motion observed by the algorithm to distinguish different actions.
Furthermore, our approach first learns an appearance model from pose bounding boxes, which are improved and refined as time progresses. This improves the superpixel-based appearance confidence, which then improves the localization, and stabilizes the AUC. The curves also show that the AUC is inversely proportional to the overlap threshold.
There are two interesting observations that can be made from these graphs. First, for the JHMDB, sub-JHMDB and MSR-II datasets in Fig. 8a, 8b, 8d , the results improve initially, but then deteriorate in the middle, i.e., when the observation percentage is around 60 percent. The reason is that most of the articulation and motion happens in the middle of the video. Thus, the segments in the middle are the most difficult to localize, resulting in drop of performance. Second, the curves for UCF Sports in Fig. 8c depict a rather unexpected behavior in the beginning, where localization Results in the first two rows are from JHMDB, then from sub-JHMDB and the last row is from UCF Sports dataset. Actions with missing values indicate that they did not reach a prediction accuracy of 30 percent until video completion. improves and then suddenly worsens at around 15 percent observation percentage. On closer inspection, we found that this is due to rapid motion in some of the actions, such as diving and swinging (side view). For these actions, the initial localization is correct when the actor is stationary, but both actions have very rapid motion in the beginning, which violates the continuity constraints applicable to many other actions. This results in a drop in performance, and since this effect accumulates as observation percentage increases, the online algorithm never attains the peak again for many overlap thresholds despite observing the entire action.
Comparison with Offline Methods. We also evaluate the performance of our method against existing offline state-ofthe-art action localization methods. Fig. 9a shows the results of the proposed S-SVM method, on JHMDB dataset, in red and the baseline DP-SVM in blue, while that of [41] in cyan.
The difference in performance is attributed to the online versus offline nature of the methods, as well as the use of CNN features by [41] . Quantitative comparison on UCF Sports using AUC and ROC @ 20 percent is shown in Figs. 9b and 9c respectively. Fig. 9 also shows the results of S-SVM and DP-SVM over all datasets where S-SVM outperforms DP-SVP highlighting the importance of structured prediction. The biggest gain in performance is visible in sub-JHMDB dataset, as shown by the AUC and ROC curves in Figs. 9d and e, where despite being online S-SVM outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods.
For MSR-II dataset, we evaluate action localization and prediction using 1) precision/recall curve to draw comparison with existing methods as shown in Fig 10 for [2] , van Gemert et al. [68] , Jain et al. [7] , [30] , Gkioxari and Malik [41] , Chen and Corso [69] , Weinzaepfel et al. [70] and Soomro et al. [8] are shown with different colors. Despite being online, the proposed approach performs competitively overall compared to existing offline methods. Table 2 .
Generally, interaction datasets have either been used for classification [15] , activity prediction [18] or video retrieval [13] . We are the first to evaluate online localization on these datasets. To keep evaluation metrics uniform, we present our performance on localization and prediction of human interactions in Fig. 11 using ROC and AUC curves for TV Human interaction (a,b) and UT interaction (c,d). We also report mean Average Precision (mAP) for all datasets in Table 3 .
Pose Refinement. Pose-based foreground likelihood refines poses in an iterative manner using spatio-temporal smoothness constraints. Our qualitative results in Fig. 12 show the improvement in pose joint locations on two example videos.
Action Segments. Since we use superpixel segmentation to represent the foreground actor, our approach outputs action segments. Our qualitative results in Fig. 13 show the fine contour of each actor (yellow) along with the ground truth (green). Using superpixels and CRF, we are able to capture the shape deformation of the actors. In this paper, we introduced a new prediction problem of online action and interaction localization, where the goal is to simultaneously localize and predict action/interaction in an online manner. We presented an approach which uses representations at different granularities-from high-level poses for initialization, mid-level features for generating action tubes, and low-level features such as iDTF for action/ interaction prediction. We also refine pose estimation online using spatio-temporal constraints. The localized tubes are obtained using CRF, and prediction confidences come from the classifier. We showed that the Structural SVM (S-SVM) formulation outperforms the dynamic programming with SVM (DP-SVM) hybrid. The intermediate results and analysis indicate that such an approach is capable of addressing this difficult problem, and performing competitive to some of the recent offline action localization methods.
